Registration for Forced Labour Announcement

As unpaid forced labour was one of the means which the German killers used to physically annihilate
the Jewish population.
In the first days of the occupation, raids were conducted in the streets and any Jew, who chanced
by, would be seized for different kinds of work, often unnecessary labour ‐ simply to torment Jews.
Dozens of Jews were shot during such “snatchings”. Many times, Jews were taken from their homes
and, with blows and insults, were instructed to perform the worst and most difficult tasks.
This chaotic mode of capturing people for forced labour later became “regulated”. On 26th October
1939, the Governor‐General in Kraków issued a decree regarding the implementation of forced
labour for the Jewish population and, in due course, similar regulations were published in all
German‐occupied cities.
On 9th March 1940, an “Announcement to the Jewish Population” appeared in Częstochowa streets,
in which Stadthauptmann [City Captain; Mayor] Dr Wendler required all Jews (including converts to
Christianity), born between 1914 and 1923, to register with the Judenrat.
On 2nd April 1940, a second command signed by Dr Wendler was issued instructing all those born
between 1879 and 1925 to also be registered.
On 11th May 1940, another proclamation was issued from the Stadthauptmann, signed by Kodner,
according to which, on 6th May, Jews began to be called to forced labour. Over the course of the two
registration days, 8,330 men registered themselves.

[Translation, by Andrew Rajcher, of poster on next page]

A NOTICE
To the Jewish Population
th

Pursuant to Clause 3 of the second set of regulations implemented by order of the General Governor on 25 October 1939, in
order to introduce forced labour for the Jewish population (Official Governor’s Regulations p.246), I order that:

Men, who are subject to forced labour, Jews in Częstochowa and Jews baptised between 1914 and 1923, should
report to the Częstochowa Judenrat, at ul N. P. Maria [sic] No.9, in order to register in the forced labour file,
between 9am and 3pm, in the following order:
On 9th March 1940 – with surnames beginning with A to H
On 10th March 1940 – with surnames beginning with I to R
On 11th March 1940 – with surnames beginning with S to Z
Failure to comply with this ordinance will be punishable by up to 10 years in a forced labour house.
Notwithstanding this, the confiscation of all property may be imposed.

th

Częstochowa, 8 March 1940.

Grodzki Starost
Dr. WENDLER

